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edius provides a number of useful features that you wouldnt expect in an inexpensive application,
such as very flexible metadata tagging and automatic tag creation from captions and titles. you can
tag your clips according to the type of shot (say, a sports broadcast), the type of event (a wedding or
a funeral), the type of camera (prosumer digital or dslr) and so on. if youve got the pro-y gear, you
can record metadata directly onto the tape. the list of tags you can create is limited, but there are
some of the industry standard ones available. these can be created using the tags pane on the right-
hand side of the timeline. hey, i've got a slight problem. i loaded the original, raw video into edius 5
and the luts. the thing is that when i use the multicam, it loads the videos into the cinepak, and the
colors are all washed out and distorted. i have no idea why this is happening. any help is
appreciated. thanks. hi, i have been using the lut/exported files method to load images into edius. it
has worked fine for me until now. i have a time lapse video and it seems that edius is trying to load
the images as clips rather than just editing it. this has resulted in edius freezing on me, so i had to
reboot it. it still didn't fix the problem. i just downloaded edius 5 and i am trying to figure out the
best way to use it. i am using it for my first movie ever. i have a canon xti and all my footage is stills.
i have a vimeo account and i have loaded my footage into edius. when i try to add clips to the
timeline, it tells me that the file is not supported. i am confused as to what i should do. any advice
would be greatly appreciated.
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so, since we know that a lot of you guys and gals dont have the time to trawl the web looking for
quality light leaks, nor the budgets to splash on each individual one you find, weve put together this
list of the top 25 free light leak overlays just for you. and since we were feeling extra friendly, weve
also thrown in a tutorial on how to make your very own light leaks in-camera, from scratch. enjoy!
edius is a unique and revolutionary tool. its unique interface allows you to create high quality and

realistic effects in a matter of minutes. the interface is also very easy to use and is not a difficult to
learn tool. many of the effects that are provided with the program are very realistic. there are no
expensive plugins to purchase. the program is quite inexpensive and the best part is that it is free

for all windows users! the program is also very stable and has a user base that continues to grow. a
camera is attached to the camera stand and the viewer is changed to the output monitor. this is the
ideal setup for real-time editing. you can work in one area of the timeline, previewing a clip in the
other area and still preview the entire timeline. edius pro 5 is a very intuitive program for cutting

together your edits. the main window is divided into four areas. the video area displays both video
and audio levels. the video area is divided into two areas by the timeline. the bottom timeline area

displays the current clip in the timeline. the top timeline area displays a thumbnails of the remaining
clips. you can easily navigate to the next clip in the timeline. this is very useful when you want to

quickly skip to another clip in the timeline. 5ec8ef588b
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